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Abstract—In this work, we propose a feature selection method for 
interval data, which is based on standard feature selection algorithm 
Relief. In Relief algorithm a dissimilarity margin is defined for each 
data based on its nearest neighbor. But, finding nearest neighbor is a 
computationally complex task if the neighborhood is large. So, 
instead of nearest neighbor in this work we use the class prototype to 
define dissimilarity margin for the data, which will reduce the 
computational complexity of Relief algorithm. In experimental 
results, we compare the performance of our method with nearest 
neighbor based Relief algorithm using different dissimilarity 
measures for interval data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A feature is an individual measurable property of the process 
being observed. There are many applications in machine 
learning or pattern recognition where data have huge numbers 
of features, many of which can be irrelevant or redundant. The 
focus of feature selection is to select a subset of features from 
these huge numbers of features by removing irrelevant 
features. Advantages of feature Selection (variable 
elimination) are- it helps in understanding data, reducing 
computation requirement, and improving the predictor 
performance. So, before applying any data mining techniques 
like clustering, classification on data, we can used the feature 
selection method as processing task on the data to improve the 
accuracy of clustering or classification. 

There are various feature selection algorithms [1] found for 
different types of data such as, numeric, categorical, interval 
data etc which can be mainly divided into two types- filter and 
wrapper. 

Filter methods 

Filter feature selection methods apply a statistical measure 
called variable ranking technique to assign a scoring to each 
feature. Thus the features are ranked by the scores and a 
threshold is used to remove variables below the threshold. 
This method considers the feature independently, or with 
regard to the dependent variable. 

 

 

Wrapper methods 

Wrapper methods consider the selection of a set of features as 
a search problem, where different combinations are prepared, 
evaluated and compared to other combinations. A predictive 
model is used to evaluate a combination of features and assign 
a score based on model accuracy. The simplified algorithms 
such as sequential search or evolutionary algorithms such as 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) or Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) are used in the predictive model. 

One way in variable ranking methods is to compute the 
margin. When margin is calculated based of distances then it 
is called dissimilarity margin, otherwise it is called similarity 
margin. The dissimilarity margin is defined [2] as “The 
difference between the maximal distance for the false classes 
and the distance of the true class” and the similarity margin is 
defined as “The difference between the similarity for the true 
class and the maximal similarity of the false classes”. In [3], 
the authors have proposed a margin based feature selection 
method and apply it to measure the quality of sets of features. 
The algorithm holds a weight vector over all features and 
updates this vector according to the sample points presented. 
In [4], the author proposed a method called Relief and it is 
proved that under some assumptions, the expected weight is 
large for relevant features and small for irrelevant ones. They 
also explain how to choose the relevance threshold  in a way 
that ensures the probability that a given irrelevant feature will 
be chosen is small. Relief was extended to deal with multi-
class problems, noise and missing data by [5]. 

In real world data may be found in the form of intervals. In 
interval data each features contains an interval of the form 
[low, high], where ‘low’ denotes the lower bound and ‘high’ 
denotes the upper bound. Feature selection for interval data is 
also an important issue. In [6] a similarity margin based 
feature selection method has been proposed for interval data, 
which uses similarity measures to compute closeness between 
two intervals. But there are many dissimilarity measures 
available for interval data. So, in this paper we have proposed 
a dissimilarity margin based feature selection method for 
interval data, which is based on Relief algorithm. 
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In section 2 related works, in section 3 preliminary definitions, 
in section 4 proposed methods, in section 5 experimental 
results, in section 6 conclusion has been given. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Interval 

Given a totally ordered domain D, a non-empty subset I of D 
is called an interval iff for all l, r ϵ I and c ϵ D, l ≤ c ≤ r 
implies c ϵ I. If for a given interval I, l ≤ c ≤ r holds for all c ϵ 
D where l and r are two specific elements in I then I is denoted 
by [l, r], and l is the left end point (or lower bound) and r is 
called the right end point (or upper bound) of I. The interval I 
is a closed interval because for any c ϵ I, l ≤ c ≤ r. 

Interval Pattern 

An interval pattern I = {I1, I2,…., Im} consists of ‘m’ interval 
variables such that each Ij (1≤ j ≤m ) contains an interval like 
[l, r] for I. 

Distance Measures for Interval Data 

There are various distance measures available in literature for 
interval data [7]. The distance measures which are based on Lp 
norm (for p=1, 2, ∞) are- 

If Ixi=[ , ], Iyi=[ , ] are two intervals then distance 
between Ixi and Iyi can be defined as- 

i. L1-Norm: (Ixi, Iyi)= | 	 |+ | | 

ii. L2-Norm: (Ixi, Iyi)= | 	 | | |  

iii. L∞-Norm: (Ixi, Iyi)=max (| 	 |, | |) 
 
Again, if Ix={Ix1, Ix2,.. Ixm} and Iy={Iy1, Iy2,.. Iym}, where 
Ixi=[ , ], Iyi=[ , ] denote ith intervals of Ix, Iy 
respectively then distance between Ix and Iy is defined as- 
 
 D(Ix, Iy)= ∑ d I , I .  

Class Prototype for interval data 

The class prototype must represent appropriately a group of 
samples, characterized by a vector of interval features and 
belonging to the same class. Let us consider a class c having 

 samples then each component of this vector is given by the 
following arithmetic means: 

	ρ
1
N

x 	and	ρ
1
N

x  

 Where  is the jth feature lower bound of the ith sample and 

 is its upper bound. Therefore, each jth component for the 
class c is then represented by an interval like 

 ρ 	, ρ ,  

Thus, the resulted class prototype for the total number of 
features (m) is given by the vector of intervals  

 =[ , ,,	 ,………..,	 ] 
k-means clustering Algorithm 

K means is a popular numeric data clustering algorithm. The 
procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given 
data set through a certain number of clusters (assume k 
clusters) fixed a priori. The basic steps of k-means algorithm 
are- 

1. Choose k objects as the initial set of prototypes. 
2. Partition the data using the prototypes. 
3. Recalculate the cluster prototypes. 
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until there are no changes in the 

prototypes. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method is based on the Relief algorithm. The 
Relief algorithm uses a dissimilarity margin based measure to 
put a weight for each feature to find whether that feature is 
important or not. Suppose a dataset D has n instances and m 
features then the Relief algorithm uses the following steps to 
feature selection- 

Step1. Initiate the weights vector to zero: w[m] = 0. 

Step2. Input an interval dataset D which has n numbers  

 of data with m numbers of features  

Step3. 3.1. for j = 1…..m. 

 3.2. for each instance x present in D. 

 3.3. 	 = + ( - ) 

Step4. The chosen feature set is { j | 	> };  

 where  is an input threshold. 

For an instance x,  and  (step 3.4) are calculated 
based on a dissimilarity margin as shown below- 

Dissimilarity Margin1 (DisM1) 

For a randomly selected instance x with m interval features, 
Relief searches for its two nearest neighbors: one from the 
same class, called nearhit(x), and the other from the different 
class, called nearmiss(x). Thus dissimilarity margin1 (DisM1) 
for the data x is defined as- 

1  = ∑ , 

Where, =	dist , nearmiss x  

  = dist x , nearhit x  

 and dist denotes any distance measure available for the data.  
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To best of our knowledge till now, the Relief algorithm has 
not been used for feature selection in interval data. In this 
method we used this algorithm on interval data by considering 
dist as a distance measure for interval data. Again, the 
drawback of the Relief algorithm is that finding nearest 
neighbor is a computationally complex task if the 
neighborhood is large. So, in this proposed method we used 
two other dissimilarity margins in Relief algorithm, which 
uses class prototype instead of nearest neighbor and this will 
reduce the computational complexity of Relief algorithm. We 
assume that problem is a multiclass problem i.e more than one 
classes are present in the data. Thus, the proposed 
Dissimilarity margin is - 

Dissimilarity Margin2 (DisM2)  

For a data point x with m interval features Dissimilarity 
margin2 (DisM2) is defined as-  

 2  = ∑ , 

Where, =	dist , ρ _  

  = dist x , ρ  

Here, dist denotes any distance measure available for interval 
data, ρ  denotes jth component of the prototype vector of the 
class where x belongs, ρ _  denotes the nearest prototype 
vector for x among the prototypes of the classes in which x 
does not belong and ρ _  denotes jth components of 
ρ _ . 

The nearest prototype vector ρ _ . is calculated in two 
ways-  

DisM2_a 

First the distances between x and all the prototypes of other 
classes (where x does not belong) are calculated and the 
prototype (suppose ) to which distance is minimum is 

considered as ρ _  i.e  

 D ( x, 	) = ∀ , ∉  (D x, ρ )) 

Here,	D(A, B) denotes distance between two interval patterns A 
and B and ρ  denotes prototypes for classes where x does not 
belong. 

DisM2_b 

Secondly, the distances between jth components of x (xj) and 
jth components of all the prototypes of other classes (where x 
does not belong) are calculated and the jth component of the 
prototype (suppose  ) to which the distance from xj is 

minimum is considered as ρ _ . Thus, each jth components 

ρ _  of ρ _  is considered such that - 

dist ( xj, 	) = ∀ , ∉  (dist x , ρ ) 

Here,	dist( Aj, Bj ) denotes distance between the jth components 
of two interval patterns A and B. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We develop programs in C++ to compare the performance of 
the proposed methods with the original Relief algorithm. We 
apply all these methods on three interval datasets, which are 
prepared from the real life data found in the meteorology site 
https://www.wunderground.com.  

Dataset Description 

To prepare the data we consider only 5 interval features 
namely 1. Temperature (min-max), 2. Dew point (min-max), 
3. Humidity (min-max), 4. Sea level pressure (min-max), 5. 
Visibility (min-max) and an attribute ‘Events’ as the class 
attribute or decision attribute. Data containing missing values 
has not considered. 

(a) Guwahati Data: In this dataset day wise weather 
information of Guwahati city has been included for the 
years 2005, 2006, 2007. It contains 476 data. Number of 
classes present is 12. 

(b) Delhi Data: In this dataset day wise weather information 
of Delhi city has been included for the years 2005, 2006, 
2007. It contains 444 data. Number of classes present is 6. 

(c) Guwahati-Delhi Data: In this dataset day wise weather 
information of both Guwahati and Delhi city has been 
included for the years 2005, 2006, 2007. It contains 920 
data. Number of classes present is 12. 

Results analysis 

We apply all the three methods i.e RDisM1(Relief using 
DisM1), RDisM2_a(Relief using DisM2_a), 
RDisM2_b(Relief using DisM2_b) on the above datasets using 
three different distance measures (L1-norm, L2-norm, L∞-norm 
as given in section 3) to find the feature subsets. After that the 
k-means algorithm is used to cluster the data containing that 
features only. After that the clustering accuracy obtained from 
different methods are compared as shown in Table 1, Table 2, 
Table 3. The k-means apply for different values of k (from 2 
to 10) and the minimum (Min), average (Avg) an maximum 
(Max) accuracies are given. It is well known fact that k-means 
is used for numeric data clustering purpose. So, here to cluster 
interval data using k-means, the prototype for each cluster is 
calculated using the method given in section 2 and data are 
assigned to its nearest prototype using the distance measure 
L2-norm for interval data as given in section 3.  

Table 1: Results obtained using distance measure L1-norm 

Data Method Feature 
subsets 

Accuracy using K-
Means 

Min Avg Max 
Delhi RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.56 0.57 0.59 

RDisM2_a {3} 0.59 0.6 0.62 
RDisM2_b {1,2,3} 0.59 0.64 0.69 
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Guwahati RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.44 0.45 0.46 
RDisM2_a {4} 0.44 0.45 0.48 
RDisM2_b {1,2,3,4,5} 0.44 0.45 0.46 

Guwahati 
Delhi 

RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.59 0.65 0.71 
RDisM2_a {3,4} 0.53 0.54 0.56 
RDisM2_b {1,2,3,4} 0.38 0.48 0.56 

 

 Table2: Results obtained using distance measure L2-norm 

Data Method Feature 
subsets 

Accuracy using K 
Means

Min Avg Max 
Delhi RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.56 0.57 0.59 

RDisM2_a {1,2,4,5} 0.59 0.66 0.74 
RDisM2_b {4,5} 0.59 0.69 0.72 

Guwahati RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.44 0.45 0.46 
RDisM2_a {1,2,5} 0.44 0.44 0.45 
RDisM2_b {5} 0.44 0.45 0.46 

Guwahati 
Delhi 

RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.59 0.65 0.71 
RDisM2_a {1,2,5} 0.56 0.56 0.57 
RDisM2_b {5} 0.57 0.59 0.61 

  
Table 3: Results obtained using distance measure L∞-norm 

Data Method Feature 
subsets 

Accuracy using K 
means 

Min Avg Max 
Delhi RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.56 0.57 0.59 

RDisM2_a {3,4} 0.59 0.64 0.71 
RDisM2_b {1,2,3} 0.59 0.64 0.69 

Guwahati RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.44 0.45 0.45 
RDisM2_a {3} 0.44 0.44 0.44 
RDisM2_b {1,2,3,4} 0.44 0.45 0.46 

Guwahati 
Delhi 

RDisM1 {1,2,3,4,5} 0.59 0.65 0.71 
RDisM2_a {3} 0.5 0.51 0.52 
RDisM2_b {1,2,3,4} 0.38 0.48 0.56 

 
In all the experiments the input threshold  is set to 0 i.e a 
feature is selected if its weight is greater than equal to 0. 
Again all the features are numbered from 1 to 5 according to 
their order as mentioned above. 

From Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 it is seen that for all 
datasets proposed methods (RDisM2_a and RDisM2_b) select 
less number of features than RDisM1 using distance measures 
L1-norm, L2-norm, L -norm. On Delhi and Guwahati dataset, 
the feature subset selected by proposed methods give better 
minimum, average and maximum accuracies than RDisM1 for 
all the distance measures.  

In Table1 it is seen that for Delhi dataset feature subset 
{1,2,3} gives maximum accuracies which is obtained by the 
proposed method RDisM2_b using L1-norm. Again, on Delhi 
dataset using L2-norm (Table 2) and L -norm (Table3) the 
proposed method RDisM2_a gives maximum accuracy with 
feature subset {4} and {3,4} respectively.  

For Guwahati dataset feature subset {4} gives maximum 
accuracies which is obtained by the proposed method 
RDisM2_a using L1-norm (Table1). Again, on this dataset 
using L2-norm (Table 2), RDisM1 and the proposed method 
RDisM2_b gives maximum accuracy with feature subset 
{1,2,3,4,5} and {5} respectively, but the proposed RDisM2_b 
is better, because it selects less number of features. Using Lα-
norm (Table3), The proposed method RDisM2_b selects 
features {1,2,3,4} for Guwahati dataset, which can obtain 
maximum accuracy. 

For Guwahati-Delhi dataset RDisM1 selects features 
{1,2,3,4,5} for each distance measure and it gives maximum 
accuracy. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper two feature selection methods based on Relief 
algorithm has been discussed. Relief is a feature selection 
algorithm mainly used for numeric data. Here, we used it for 
interval data by using some distance measures available for 
interval data. Also, unlike RDisM1 algorithm, the proposed 
methods (RDisM2_a and RDisM2_b) work on class prototype 
instead of nearest neighbor. From the analysis of results, it is 
seen that proposed methods selects less number of features for 
all datasets. The feature subsets which are selected by the 
proposed method for Guwahati and Delhi datasets are better 
than the feature subsets which are selected by RDisM1.  
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